FIVE FLAGS CENTER
FEASIBILITY STUDY REPORT

The FFCC has long-served as an important community asset for Dubuque and its residents. Its long history can
be traced back to the mid-1800 with the opening of hotel and theater facilities in downtown Dubuque. Over
the years, Five Flags has served as a critical gathering place in Dubuque, hosting thousands of entertainment,
performing arts, sports, conventions, and civic events. The two primary elements of the current Five Flags
Civic Center are the 4,000-seat Arena and the 700-seat historic performing arts Theater.

At the direction of the City, these scenarios include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Demolish Five Flags Civic Center except for the historic theater to allow for redevelopment of site.
Redevelopment / leasing of Five Flags Civic Center except for historic theater for private tenancy or ownership.
Renovation of current footprint of Five Flags Civic Center buildings.
Renovation of the existing buildings with expansion of square footage either current or expanded footprint.
Relocation of existing Five Flags Civic Center to another location fitting with current sustainability and growth
plans for the City of Dubuque.

Study Methods
The study process consisted of detailed research and analysis, including a comprehensive set of market-specific information derived
from the following:
✓ Experience garnered through more than 1,000 event facility and mixed-use evaluation and planning projects throughout the country.
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Local market visit at the outset of the project, including community and site tours.
Visual physical facility inspection and condition assessment of the FFCC.
Research and analysis of local market conditions, existing facilities and infrastructure and industry trends.
Benchmarking research and analysis of facility data and interviews conducted with management of over 30 competitive and comparable
arena and theater facilities located throughout the region and country.
Comparative analysis of socioeconomic data from competitive/comparable facility markets.
In-person interviews, meetings and public forums with Dubuque area individuals, including representatives of municipal government, visitor
and event industries, local companies, event producing organizations, and community groups.
Online survey of over 1,087 Dubuque and community residents.
Completed telephone interviews with more than 30 representatives of organizations and groups that represent potential users of
multipurpose arena and theater facility space in Dubuque.

The only two arenas to have opened since 2000 are the Wells Fargo Arena in Des Moines (IA) and the Sears Centre in
Hoffman Estates (IL).

The facilities listed comprise a broad range
facilities—from historic theaters to recently
constructed/renovated theaters, some also
share a facility with an adjoining arena
venue. These theater facilities are analyzed
to help benchmark the operations, event
levels and financials of the current and
potential future scenarios of the FFCC
Theater.

Current Challenges
While the FFCC has long-served as a productive community asset and economic generator, there are a number of
important weaknesses and challenges with the existing physical facility product that negatively impact marketability, event
accommodation, delivery of services, attendee experience, and operating efficiency.
Current FFCC management has demonstrated creativity and
efficiency in its approach in attracting events, maximizing
revenues, and containing expenses with an aging and
increasingly substandard facility product. In the competitive
event facility environment (regionally and nationwide), with each
passing year without major capital investment, the FFCC’s
challenges and inefficiencies become more stark and impactful,
and ultimately will not be able to be mitigated or countered even
with a competent and creative management team.

The FFCC has long-served as an important community asset for Dubuque and its residents. The two primary elements of the
current Five Flags Civic Center are the 4,000-seat Arena and the 700-seat historic performing arts Theater. The FFCC is owned by
the City of Dubuque and is managed via contract by a leading national third-party private management company, SMG. On a per
square foot and per seat basis, the FFCC’s recent annual financial operating performance is consistent with or slightly better than
the average comparable facility located in similar markets, despite industry substandard product characteristics. Event and
attendance attraction are showing favorable trends in recent years and financial operating performance is stable, which is
indicative of an experienced and efficient management team and approach.

Life Safety Concerns

Issues Affecting Operating Efficiency

o The current building setback offers limited sidewalk space
and there are no protective bollards around the building
that protect patrons pre- and post- event.
o Building entrances/exits present a challenge with events
that draw a large attendance.
o Safety concerns with the limited space within the lobby and
gathering areas present challenges during inclement
weather.

o

Issues Impacting Patron Experience

Issues Impacting Event Marketability

o

o

o

Current conditions at the FFCC do not provide an ideal
experience that many competitive state-of-the-industry
offer
Lack of restrooms, lack of ADA accessible locations, WiFi
access and theater acoustics are important to address as
they greatly affect the overall patron experience.
Lack of traditional premium seating

o
o

o

o

o

o

The lack of dock or multiple doors to load-in/out can be
constraining.
Lack of storage and back stage areas pose an issue for
events that require space to store equipment containers.
Food & Beverage sales account for a large portion of
revenue. Current issues such as the limited storage space
and placement relative to point of sales, lack of a fullservice kitchen and poor stand design do not optimize
revenue generation.

The limited seating capacity and challenging configuration for
shows with more than 3,500 seats make it difficult to market
the FFCC to large national touring events.
The low ceiling height as well as the rigging capabilities are not
ideal and more expensive to produce large shows.
There currently are no points above the stage in fly space to rig
speakers as well as no wing space within the Theater making it
difficult to produce performances that require sufficient space
for speaker systems.
Other center challenges include a lack of state-of-the-industry
green/dressing rooms for performers and no existing
product/merchandise display space.

City Amenities
In addition to the approximately 500 hotel rooms,
within one-half mile of the FFCC, there are more than
20 full-service restaurants.
The FFCC’s location on Main Street in the center core
of the downtown is considered the ideal location for
this type of venue in the Dubuque destination. From
an industry best practices standpoint, many modern
event venues actually integrate street-level retail and
restaurant space within the actual event venue itself to
capture additional income streams and best utilize
valuable street-level square footage in dense
downtown environments.

Parking

The availability of sufficient parking is normally important to the
success of event facilities. Based on industry standards, it is often
recommended that one parking space be available for approximately
every three (3) seats. Therefore, based on a FFCC Scenario 4
maximum seating capacity of 6,000 seats, approximately 2,000
parking spaces could be required to serve the FFCC for high demand
events. In a rare situation where all FFCC spaces (Arena, Theater and
Meeting Rooms) could theoretically be occupied by maximum
attended activities, total industry standard parking space
requirements could rise to 2,500. The required parking spaces can be
provided in a combination of on-site spaces directly controlled by
arena management and existing or new parking within a reasonable
walking distance (5 to 10 minutes) of the arena.

6,791 Available Spots

Comparable Arena Facilities – Entry

The current entries for the FFCC are undistinguished, as they are in the middle of the structure with limited noticeable signage.
The entries consist of aging storefront glass with no architectural or lighting enhancements, reflective or a typical industrial and
utilitarian design of the FFCC’s vintage.

Comparable Arena Facilities – Entry/Lobby

The FFCC offers an outdated lobby that does
little to enhance the overall guest
experience, relative to more modern and
state-of-the-industry venues noted in the
graphic. In the FFCC, there is no clear “front
door” and, given the compact overall site,
functionality and layout is considered
industry substandard.

Comparable Arena Facilities – Concessions

The FFCC Arena offers fewer points of sale and lacks many technical and sponsorship / branding implementations
that other modern arena venues in operation throughout the country do.

Comparable Arena Facilities – Capacity Seating
Retractable seating that can expand the general
admission floor capacity on an arena floor
increases the marketability of the venue for
additional concerts.
Newer and renovated venues are typically
designed to include state-of-the art curtaining
systems that allow arena management to
effectively reduce seating capacity of the venue by
curtaining off the upper bowl
The rigging capacity requirements for sports and
entertainment venues are increasing as concert
and other entertainment event shows become
more elaborate, requiring more sound and lighting
equipment to be hung from the structural support.
Many touring shows and sports teams require a
ceiling height of at least 50 feet and up, current
height of 30 feet limits what can be booked.

Comparable Arena Facilities Premium Seating / Areas

The FFCC presently lacks premium seating and
could be an important consideration with any
new/expanded Arena venue in terms of
enhancing revenue streams and positioning the
venue to potentially attract one or more minor
league sports tenants

Even on a more simple note, having a club or
other entertainment space for the highest paying
ticket holders is now the standard in modern
arena designs, a few examples are shown below in
Exhibit 13.

Comparable Theater Facilities - Entry

The historic facade of the FFCC
Theater’s exterior and entrance
is iconic and represents
signature elements that would
not be desirable to disrupt under
any expansion/renovation
scenario.

Comparable Theater Facilities – Entry / Lobby

Currently, there is very limited lobby space available within the FFCC Theater, which is important not only to the
safety of event attendees but also for the overall patron experience. Given the FFCC’s current constrained site
and positioning of the FFCC Theater entrance immediately fronting Main Street, it does not appear that it would be
practical to materially expand the FFCC Theater’s lobby volume.

Comparable Theater Facilities – Box Office

The FFCC Theater’s box office is
located in the shared lobby space
with the Arena and is relatively
non-descript and utilitarian in
nature, lacking some of the modern
aesthetics and advertising elements
that newer facilities offer.

Comparable Theater Facilities – Concessions

Limitations with the FFCC Theater’s food service offerings is largely a function of the lack of available lobby,
pre-function, and circulation space immediately in the Theater, negatively affecting the venue’s ability to drive
revenues and enhance guest experience.

Comparable Theater Facilities – Capacity / Seating
Although the seats in the Theater have
some age and wear, they are cushioned,
upholstered, and offer good sightlines.
There is a noticeable absence of premium
seats or boxes, however, which represents
the potential for lost revenue. The top
level balcony seats have not been in
service and available for events for many
years. While this seating area has some
important sightline and accessibility
limitations, the unused top level balcony
could represent a renovation item that
could add some additional seating
capacity and associated revenue under an
expansion scenario.

Key Study Conclusions
Based on the entirety of the research, community outreach, and analysis conducted for this study, there
are not any obvious and compelling reasons to demolish the FFCC Arena and redevelop the site for an
alternate use.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Market support exists for both Arena and Theater components
Local quality of life and economic activity would be negatively impacted without a venue serving these roles
The FFCC Theater is a historic asset that should be protected
The FFCC’s current location is ideal for an entertainment/sports/arts complex
Significant upgrades to the FFCC Arena product are needed to better compete for and serve spectator and
entertainment event segments
The FFCC Arena has exceeded its practical life
The FFCC Arena physical product and functionality is industry substandard
Investment in FFCC enhancements or redevelopment would be expected to drive new activity and positive
impacts
The highest-and-best-use of the FFCC asset (building and land) is a multipurpose civic/entertainment/arts
complex

Market Supportable Program
Based on the previous analyses undertaken, key attributes of a market supportable facility program for
a FFCC arena include:
• State-of-the-industry, spectator arena
• Seating capacity of between 6,000 and 8,000 (5,000 to 7,000 fixed seats)
• Some flexible seating to retain access to flat floor space
• Premium seating and other hospitality areas
• Enhance patron experience – ingress/egress, WiFi, food & beverage, ADA, etc.
• Upgraded back-of-house, load-in/out and other support facilities
Based on the previous analyses undertaken, key attributes of a market supportable facility program for
a FFCC theater include:
• Retention of historic Theater
• Refurbish seating and make 2nd Balcony seating functional
• Modest expansion of Bijou Black Box Theater
• Address capital improvement project items • Enhance patron experience – lobby, WiFi, F&B, etc.
• Upgraded back-of-house facilities

Scenario 1 & 2

Scenario 3
Arena:
o Seating Capacity: 5,600 / 4,600 fixed seats
o 4 private suites
o Raise roof and shared spaces with theater
o Outdoor plaza
Theater:
o Upper level renovated and opened
o Expanded back stage
o Renovation of black box theater
o Updated dressing rooms, box office & concessions
o Capacity of approximately 1,000

Scenario 4
Arena:
o Seating Capacity: 7,000 / 6,000 fixed seats
o 8 private suites
o 2 party suites
o Separation of theater and arena common areas
o Retail spaces
o Outdoor plaza
Theater:
o Upper level renovated and opened
o Expanded back stage
o Renovation of black box theater
o Updated dressing rooms, box office & concessions
o Capacity of approximately 1,000

Cost Benefits

*Does not include
naming rights
revenue of
approximately
$180K / year

Economic Impact by Scenario (Quantifiable)
Potential non-quantifiable benefits
could include:
o Potential Transformative and
Iconic Effects – Elevating the
quality, profile, and exposure to
national, regional and local
audiences of a key local event
facility can have important and
transformative and residual
impacts on the Dubuque
community and destination

Potential Non-Quantifiable Benefits Could Include:
o Potential Transformative and Iconic Effects
Elevating the quality, profile, and exposure to national, regional and local audiences of a key local event facility can
have important transformative and residual impacts on the Dubuque community and destination.

o Quality of Life for Residents
New/enhanced event and public assembly facilities provide diversified activities for local residents and families,
which can make Dubuque a more attractive and enjoyable place to reside.

o New Visitation
New visitors will be attracted to the area because of an event in the expanded/improved arena and performing
arts facility products.

o Spin-Off Development
Private sector investment can be induced in the areas surrounding event facilities

o Anchor for Revitalization
Key event facility project development can oftentimes anchor larger downtown or community-wide master
development plans.

o Other Benefits
Increased synergy with the other local events.

Questions & Comments

